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Why does a young man have sex with a freshly baked apple pie in American Pie (Paul Weitz, 1999) ? Why do the bridesmaids in the eponymous film (Paul Feig, 2011 ) suffer diarrhoea and nausea in a pretentious bridal store and why is the bride-to-be made to defecate in the street outside while wearing a florid wedding gown? Notorious scenes like this are intended to make us laugh: why might they be funny? Mikhail Bakhtin never saw these films, but he already knew the answers to my questions. They were set out in Rabelais and His World, first published in English translation in 1968. 1 Reading Rabelais and His World is a heady experience, though 'heady' is hardly the apt word; better to say that to first encounter Bakhtin's explication of the 'carnivalesque' and 'grotesque realism' is a visceral experience, given that Rabelais and His World is concerned with a poetics of the lower body. Bakhtin's long book has had the influence it has had not because of its place in Rabelais scholarship but because it provides, even in sometimes clumsy translation, the tools and vocabulary to describe a whole area of ritual human behaviour and 'low' laughter that often eludes both the approval and the understanding of 'official culture' -and, as academics, I am including you and me in that abject category (I return to the abject below). If you laughed and spluttered as I did at the sight of Bridesmaids' woman in a wedding dress with explosive diarrhoea and were obliged to explain why to the appalled person beside you, then reading Rabelais and His World is an empowering experience.
Bakhtin dubs 'carnivalesque' an anarchic aesthetic that employs and celebrates the body-based and chaotic elements of popular culture (by which Bakhtin means the 'culture of the people') and that refuses all authority.
Carnivalesque laughter in the face of the given order gives it a Utopian aspect: it is associated with a festive suspension of quotidian norms, with the cycle of renewal marked by the death of the old year and birth of the new, and with rituals of cinema-going typically involving groups of friends or family. 2), which the general unwittingly reduces to dust before the shocked gaze of a tour group. Boldi's destruction of the archaeological treasure pits the physical against the claims of Culture and precipitates the final death of the mummy, once itself, of course, a feeding and defecating body that has since had its materiality disavowed (it must not be touched) in the transition to heritage exhibit. that it reinforces the status quo by functioning as a filter of subversive impulses. 7 Eco points out that carnival has historically been used as a means to stifle popular revolt, and suggests that it continues to be so used, inasmuch as the mass media operate a 'continuous carnivalization of life' that substitutes pleasure for politics.
8
Bakhtin's commentators have responded to such criticisms by suggesting that the ambivalence of carnival extends to its political character. 9 The carnivalesque -the cinepanettone, for instance -is neither essentially progressive nor essentially reactionary but takes on a particular political character only in its reception or employment by empirical constituencies.
Let us take for granted, then, that Bakhtin's account, which is aspirational as well as analytical, needs to be properly qualified and needs to be supplemented in order to be adequate to our purposes. His undifferentiated category of 'the people', defined only in terms of class, has to be nuanced with attention to intersectional questions, 10 and, crucially, we need to add the notion of the abjectas developed by Julia Kristeva, of course, with an eye to Bakhtin's work. 11 Drawing on Kristeva, we can account for the ambivalent politics of the carnivalesque in terms of the tremendously useful idea of 'displaced abjection'.
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While Bakhtin makes big claims for the liberating effects of carnival and for the joyous resistance to power encoded in the carnivalesque, the antic behaviour characteristic of carnival has often been at the expense of the socially marginal rather than the powerful. Bakhtin's account also needs to be supplemented with the insights of anthropology, and these allow us to get beyond any narrow focus on comic film to find aspects of the carnivalesque in cinema as such. As Victor Turner writes: 12 Stallybrass and White introduce this powerful notion only in parenthesis, though they do place it in italics, in The Politics and Poetics of Transgression, p. 19. It has been suggested to me that the foregrounded abjection (a version of 'crisis') of the white male in the cinepanettone is just another way of asserting his centrality, but that is a discussion for another venue. Political cinema offers a choice example of film as metasocial performance.
Firstly, the consumption of political cinema will often take place in ritualized contexts like film clubs or as part of festival seasons, and it will tend to be accompanied by discourse that marks out the viewing of such films as exceptional events. Secondly, political cinema is concerned to assert the relative nature of existing conditions so as to allow a different order of things to emerge. Take La battaglia di Algeri (Gillo Pontecorvo, 1966): it may seem glib to say so given its grim subject matter of torture and terrorist bombing, but this is at root a carnivalesque film which pictures a ritualized performance in the subjunctive mood during which unruly behaviour, cross-dressing and so on, are experimented with (Fig. 2) . escaping the Casbah to heave and flow through the European city, is generated from Ali's death. 17 The film contravenes cinema convention by granting privileged mobility to women (rendered invisible by the veil, or in European 'cross-dress') while male revolutionaries must impersonate women at street level, or move along Casbah rooftops, or they become fixed (arrested) in interiors. 18 For Turner, the ultraliminal is 'the perilous realm of possibility of "anything may go" which threatens any social order and seems the more threatening, the more that order seems rigorous and secure' (Turner's italics). 'Frame, Flow and Reflection', p. 478.
